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US Federal Budget
Historical review and outlook
downturns or depression. The 1 861 The history of the US federal budget tells the economic
story of an irresistible attraction to 1 865 Civil war, the 1 898 Spanish war, the

overspending.
Overall,
including
the 1 899-1 902 Philippine war, combined with the
government estimates extending through 1 890 depression, account for the deficit of
about $1 billion accumulated in the years
201 8, the federal
1 850-1 900. A period
budget is 89 times
of more or less
(74% of the time) on
balanced
budgets
the red (deficit), and
followed. World War I
only 32 times (26%)
brought back large
on
the
black
deficits,
reaching
(surplus). In the chart
$23.2
billion
for the
(Fig.1 ), the red line
period
1 91 7-1 91 9.
clearly overpowers
Thereafter budgets
the blue one all along.
showed
surpluses
The 1 950
during 11 consecutive
milestone
years. The Great
A closer view reveals Fig.1 : US federal budget receipts and outlays, 1789 Depression followed
by World War II
that the two budget 2018.
resulted in a long,
lines hovered very
close to each other until well into the 20th unbroken string of deficits that were historically
century. They took both a steeper slope and unprecedented in magnitude, attaining $21 6
diverging paths around 1 950. Looking at how billion for the period 1 931 -1 946. Although until
deficits and surpluses are distributed along the the mid 1 970s the pattern persisted and large
timeline, one finds that until 1 949, the two are deficits were incurred only in time of war or as
rather balanced : there are 23 (45%) surplus a result of recessions, deficits became
periods, and 28 (55%) deficit periods. rampant since the early 1 950s.
However, from 1 950 onwards, we count an Enactment of income and payroll
overwhelming 61 (87%) deficit years, against taxes
only 9 (1 3%) surplus years. The 1 950
milestone indicates the point where federal Meanwhile, fundamental changes had taken
budget deficit ceased to be the result of a place on the receipts side of the budget. Until
combination of circumstances, to become a 1 91 3, federal receipts consisted mainly of
structural phenomenon inherent to the federal customs taxes, and subsidiarily of the sale of
public lands during the 1 9th century, and of
budgeting behavior.
(indirect) excise taxes. These sources would
War or recession induced deficits
clearly not be enough to adequately fund the
Earlier deficits were related to the rise of war growing array of federal expenditures.
expenses, or to receipt crunches caused by Accordingly, income tax both individual and
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corporate would be enacted in 1 91 3. Income
tax grew quickly in importance, amounting to
60% of federal receipts in 1 930, and 79% in
1 944. Furthermore in 1 935, social insurance
and retirement taxes, also known as payroll
taxes, were introduced by means of the Social
Security Act. These new sources of funding
would fuel the budget growth as portrayed by
the upward trend of the blue line in the chart.
By 201 2, the breakdown of federal receipts
was as follows : individual income taxes
46.2%, corporation income taxes 9.9%, payroll
taxes 34.5%, excise taxes 3.2%, and other
receipts 6.2%.

Chronic deficit disorder

As from 1 950, federal budgets were plagued
by a chronic deficit disorder, caused both by
extraneous and by endogenous causes :
1 . The United States embarked in a sort of
permanent war demanding a huge
buildup of military expenditure : 1 950
Korean war, 1 964 Vietnam war, 1 991
Gulf War, 1 993 Bosnia war, 1 999
Kosovo war, 2001 Afghanistan war,
2003 Iraq War, not to mention other
military interventions in Cambodia,
Grenada, Lebanon, Libya, Panama or
Somalia.
2. The cycle of economic crises changed
to high gear. The 1 973 OPEC oil price
shock led to the 1 975-1 976 recession.
The savings and loan crisis fueled the
1 980 deep recession, and it again led
to the 1 990-1 992 recession of an
economy already weakened by the
1 987 Black Monday crash. The 1 998
collapse of Long-Term Capital
Management and the 2000 dot-com
bubble paved the way to the 2001
recession. Eventually, after the
catastrophic and costly summer 2005
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Gulf Coast hurricanes, December 2007
inaugurated the most severe and
longest economic crisis since the 1 9291 939 Great Depression. These
economic turmoils induced a marked
drop of taxes revenue, as well as a
devastating augmentation of spending
with federal programs aimed at
restoring the financial markets and
fighting the recession, and with
payments for individuals (e.g. provision
of medical care, subsidies to reduce the
cost of housing, unemployment
compensation, food and nutrition
assistance), all of which are strong
deficit-friendly factors.
3. The budget structure itself imposes the
sourcing of "trust funds" to finance such
mandatory programs as Social Security,
Medicare, unemployment insurance,
and other programs subject to an
income or asset test (e.g. Medicaid,
SNAP,
formerly food stamps,
Supplemental Security Income, and
other). Sheer demographics, namely an
aging and longer-living population,
combined with an anemic economy,
cause these categories of spending to
swell at a faster rate than receipts, thus
fostering budget imbalance.
4. Receipts have also been badly impaired
by a series of large tax reductions
(early 1 980s, 2001 , 2007, 2008, 2009),
both for corporations and high-income
individuals, which failed to deliver the
promised economy growth that would
supposedly compensate for the
shrinking tax collection.
5. Federal debt has piled up as a
consequence of the prevailing annual
deficits. From 32.5% of GDP in 2001 , it
grew to 72.6% of GDP in 201 2, and is
2
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estimated at 75.9% of GDP in 201 8.
Net interests on federal debt to be paid
to the public have therefore increased
significantly, further inflating the outlays
side, and facilitating further deficits.
They amounted to $206.2 billion
(current) in 2001 , grew to $220.4 billion
in 201 2, and are estimated at $461 .5
billion in 201 8.
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the best we can, and let the offspring try their
hand on the issue and show they are smarter.
What if the underlying behaviors of the past
prevail in future federal budgets ? To put it in a
nutshell, in such a scenario the deficit gap
would deepen dramatically, leading to the
inescapable bankruptcy.

A what-if scenario

The chart (Fig.2)
describes
the
scenario, showing the
Budget deficits are
blue line of receipts
not a tragedy per se,
rapidly slowing down,
but they are not
while the red line of
viable in the long run.
outlays
keeps
They have a selfclimbing steeply, the
feeding behavior :
gap between the two
they generate debt,
digging an abyssal
which
generates
deficit. The year of
interests to be paid,
1 984 is a crucial
which
consume
milestone : it is when
resources that not Fig.2 : Federal budget receipts and outlays, whatif
the yearly growth of
only could be used scenario.
outlays surpasses the
otherwise to stimulate prosperity, but also growth of receipts, producing, other things
must be financed by further deficit, thus remaining equal, a structural deficit
reinforcing the upward spiral. Let us try and unstoppable by conventional means.
brainstorm a few ideas to get out of the rut :
The scenario is a plain nonlinear extrapolation
• Grow the economy much faster than of the budget data for 1 929-201 2, after
the outlays.
adjusting current dollars to real dollars,
• Stop the wars and curtail the military 2009=1 00, by applying the US GDP deflator.
buildup altogether.
Dots indicate actual data, and the curves, the
• Tax the wealthy and the corporations — computed forecast values.
get the money where it is.
A forcible message
• Let individuals struggle for survival Granted, it is just a what-if scenario. But it
unaided — let them "sink or swim".
delivers a striking message. After all, we just
• Default on payments of interests and cannot stumble along the road doing our best,
principal — screw the darned creditors. as said previously — this will simply produce
more of the same, and it entails a price
More realistically...
nobody can afford. The situation calls for more
Easier said than done... This is what is likely to radical creative thinking, the situation calls for
happen : we'll stumble along the road doing actions directed at the fundamentals.

What could be
the fix ?

◙
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